Fruitful discussions

1. ASI XOZI CRGDIY WGIX NEVH CGBOAZ REY UWIARJVIY. SI VNUUIY KIRTSIZ, DIVNEZ REY TBTBDJIGZ. SI VOUIX AN R UIGH GOKI NVY RWI!
2. JKBOL HRLOBEL GAQIQO TQIAJ TALVXO HQL EBOJVF RKLQL JKL XLLQ HZX JKL GHJHVBICL CVHF!
3. WYPDQ PBD EZQIYXWQL RQFD, NAJFRO PAJM PBD YWQDQ PBDL HDQD ZOFVI WNE’O PA BZVP MAHY NDQOFKAOY AY FVPDQDOP.
4. FJFLKNQF RHT UOZYYQD. BAF IHLZ DNB JFLK VOTK RAFO BAF TBLHRVFLXXFT YLNZXTFC BN DXJF HRHK H ILFF UHZ TFTTXNQ BAHB CHK.

**ACROSS**

1. Merchant of Venice heroine
2. Great destruction
3. Actress Hubbard of “Akeelah and the Bee”
4. Formal requirement
5. Arizona tourist attraction
6. Strangeness
7. Tarnished
8. George Washington’s dream
9. Indian spice mixture
10. Lawn-care products brand
11. Above the horizon
12. It shows the way
13. Undisturbed
14. Sweet or russet
15. Political prisoner, e.g.
16. Pioneer nurse and humanitarian, Barton
17. Native of the Emerald Isle
18. Go between
19. European film festival locale
20. Afternoon affair component
21. Last-ditch bet
22. NASA creation
23. Cocky fellow
24. Biblical boat
25. Land unit
26. Cocky fellow
27. Tibetan
28. PC display device
29. Spokeswoman
30. Salutation
31. PC display device
32. Not illuminated
33. Preschooler
34. Backtalk
35. Nightclub
36. Accusers
37. ”Take a ___ sparkling eyes”- Gilbert
38. Ideal
39. Russian
40. French for nothing
41.___ Modern
42. ”Nothing is ___ seems”
43.___ Modern
44.___ Modern
45. Robust
46. Leon Uris’s “____ 18”
47. Robust
48. Wild goose
49. Confucian path
50.____ Modern
51. Biblical boat
52.____ Modern
53. Horse fodder
54.____ Modern
55.____ Modern
56.____ Modern
57.____ Modern
58.____ Modern
59.____ Modern
60.____ Modern
61. Bibilical boat
62.____ Modern
63.____ Modern
64.____ Modern
65.____ Modern
66.____ Modern
67.____ Modern
68.____ Modern
69.____ Modern
70.____ Modern
71.____ Modern
72.____ Modern
73.____ Modern
74.____ Modern
75.____ Modern
76.____ Modern
77.____ Modern
78.____ Modern
79.____ Modern
80.____ Modern
81.____ Modern

**DOWN**

1. Two tropical fruits were flirting. They practiced hot pick-up lines. One smiled and gaily lilted: “It takes two to mango!”
2. As the juicer loomed, one juicy orange was quizzical when her mate gladly chortled: “you’re my main squeeze!”
3. At the fruit party, the board discussed the tart comments from lemons. They said they should respect their elder-berries!
4. Two pears were in love but their parents weren’t happy. They boldly agreed not to give in to pear pressure.

**CRYPTOGRAMS By Myles Mellor**